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1.−35&)!,7−+.5.+)!&21!∋7285.∋+!χφ&57∃Ι!Χδ]Βγ!Braaten, 1975; Lacoursiere, 1974). 
This research implies that a certain amount of conflict within a group is a natural 
stage that happens before it can work effectively. It means that within 
collaboration, conflict can be a healthy stage of the group’s development and it 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































∀∃∗;∃;%∀∋%:+∃;2)∀%9∋+(∃%:∃+0∋+&.∗)∃Φ%=∆ΜΒΜ>Ε%∗∋∋741.2Φ!+7%Lawrence & Lorsch 
(1967), flatter structures are more advantageous when co-workers must work in a 
coordinated fashion and Shaw found that in complex tasks, it was less productive 
in groups to have centralized channels of communication where one person 
behaves as the hub of communication.  (Shaw, 1964). 
Anderson & Brown suggest that although there has been an “explosion of 
research on hierarchy in the last decade”, most of this research has focused 
largely on the individual and very little has examined the effect of hierarchy at 
the group level (2010). However, the existing research suggests that cooperation 
is likely to be more successful in a non-hierarchical structure, so it may well 
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Flash !  ! ! ! 
Director !  ! ? ! 
SVG/XML ? ! ! ! ! 
Processing ? ! ! ? ! 
Puredata/Gem ! !   ! 
MAX/Jitter !    ! 
PHP/mySQL ! ! ! !  
ASP/Access !  ! !  
Java ! ? ! ! ! 















































When was it 
collected? 
How was it 
collected? 
How was it 
analysed? 
Web logs Used to judge 
the popularity 
of the use of 







It was collected 





length of the 
project, but also 
during the start 
of one project 
and the start of 
the next project 
It was 
automatically 
collected as part 
of the service of 
the web host 
server 
It was used to 
generate charts 
and statistics 




Used as a 












The data is 
available from 
inspection of the 
appropriate 
table on the 
database 
Used to form 
charts about use 
of the website 
according to 

















An email was 
sent whenever a 
change was 
made to the 
database 
Email was sent 
to Mackay from 
admin@swarmt
v.net 
During the project 
it would give 
Mackay a running 
gauge on how 
things were 
developing. Also, 
















each email was 
sent to the 
project group 
Collected from 











Useful as a 
feedback 
mechanism 
Any of the 
participants 
During the 
project and also 
after the project 
had officially 
ended 
Emails sent to 
Mackay were 
categorized 
according to the 
project name 
Used to find out 





help morale & 








collected at the 
end of set 
activities, but 
available to 





directly or sent 







also be obtained 
Finished edits Finished edits 
proved the 
project to be 
successful 
Open to anyone 
to create a 
finished edit. 
Mostly however 
it was down to 
Mackay to do it 
technically. 
Collected at the 
end of the 
project 
It could be sent 
to the facilitator 
via YouSendIt or 
on a hard drive 
or it would 





feedback from it 
was collected 
either by email, 
on the website or 
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6th weekend event 
5th weekend event 
Seminar weekend 
4th weekend event 
3rd weekend event 
2nd weekend event 
Gallery exhibition 











































































































South Africa 14 
Belgium 6 
Spain 6 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fri 16 Oct Mon 19 Oct Thu 22 Oct Sun 25 Oct Wed 28 Oct
Bonjour I'm Rosie
I'm 20 and study BA Graphic Design
Crisps are the way to my heart
Bonjour I'm Rosie
I'm 20 and study BA Graphic Design
Crisps are the way to my heart
So much work on this....
http://Rosie.blogspot.com
Bonjour I'm Rosie
I'm 20 and study BA Graphic Design
Crisps are the way to my heart




I'm 20 and study BA Graphic Design
Crisps are the way to my heart




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lacoursiere, R. (1974) A group method to facilitate learning during the stages of 
a psychiatric affiliation. International Journal of Group Psychotherapy, no. 24, 
pp. 342-351. 
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